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Abstract 
In 2006, the Delhi Urban Arts Commission (DUAC) along with the Lt. Governor of Delhi and the Government of Delhi 
instituted a “task-force” comprising “experts” (architects, urban designers, and municipal bodies) and “lay-folk” (local resident 
welfare associations and residents) to present a proposal for redeveloping Khirki “Urban Village.” For all actors involved, the 
stakes in this project were rather high - the State, the Residents of Khirki and the experts. Using ethnographic vignettes this paper 
unpacks this politics of the designs, to elaborate a “praxical present” within which expertise, experts, the State and the citizens all 
get (dis)entangled with each other through idioms that far exceed those of the Modern State, citizenship, individual and 
communitarian rights.   
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1. Introduction 
In India, the postcolonial State, its citizens and its modernization project (Habermas, 1997) has intimate ties with 
design, architects, and architecture. This is hardly unusual. As with many postcolonial and /or “developing” nations, 
in India too, architecture and design have intermittently emerged as forms of knowledge and ways of making that 
not only aid modern governance of its citizens but also allow the State to literally build a modern nation (Holston, 
1989; Vale, 1992; Mumford, 2000; Steinmann, 1972). Here, one has to only recall the case of the cities of “modern 
India,” whether this be Chandigarh, Bhuwaneshwar, Gandhinagar or even Delhi where design, architects, and 
architecture emerged as the media that gave “concrete” form to the postcolonial Indian state’s vision of modernity 
(Kalia 1997). Or one can recall events of a more recent vintage, the 1990’s stretching into the 2000’s, when the State 
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used the Master Plan of Delhi to effectively demolish the workplaces of thousands of workers and the already 
disenfranchised in Delhi and relocate them beyond the margins of the city, all in the name of preserving Delhi’s 
modern image (Supreme Court Rebuts Center, Delhi Government, 2006; What If Residents Start Protesting?, 2006; 
B.J.P. Blames Congress-Led Delhi Government, 2006; Sundaram, 2010; Chatterjee, 2011). In addition, and very 
often, in Independent India, state has also acted much like middle-man or broker for architectural services (Menon, 
2000). And as Ravi Sundaram has recently argued, what the formation of the Master Plan of Delhi 1962 
accomplished other than to organize space into rational, manageable units for its new rules, was to “fabricate urban 
expertise in Delhi…[through which] planners and consultants now claimed privileged access to technical 
knowledge of the city and consequently to political power”, (Sundaram, 2010). Finally, as I have argued elsewhere, 
that the way through which architects were able to achieve statutory status involved recasting design as form of 
knowledge that was able to mitigate a putative gap that existed between the expertise of the “planners” (read: 
economists) of India and the “doers” (read: engineers) (Chatterjee, 2011) 
There is also more to these entanglements of the State, design, architects, architecture, and modernity; a “praxical 
present,” so to speak, which continually affects them. As we shall see, this “present” also elaborates quite different 
articulations about the kind of work that architects do, about themselves, the State, about citizens, design, and the 
world, in general.  
2. The Khirki Urban Village Project 
 In 2006, while Delhi was undergoing massive demolitions in the name of the Master Plan on the one hand, and a 
“beautification” in the name of the impending Commonwealth Games on the other, the city’s government, under the 
aegis of its apex urban body, the Delhi Urban Arts Commission, launched a pilot project to redesign Khirki. Initially 
settled in 1327,adjacent to the Mosque, Khirki lies today in the heart of upscale South Delhi. Not so long ago, 
however, in 1947, it was mostly emptied of its then population who migrated to Pakistan in wake of the riots 
following the partition (Rana n.d.; Chatterjee and Kenny 1999). Like many other places in Delhi, Khirki was then 
put to use as a rehabilitation colony for Hindu refugees who had crossed over from Pakistan (ibid). In 1962, it was 
incorporated into the National Capital Region (NCR) of Delhi under the first Master Plan for Delhi. It was also at 
this time that it was relabeled as an urban village (Draft Master Plan for Delhi 1960).  
This quixotic label “urban-village” has proved to be somewhat of a double-edged sword for Khirki.  The 
“village” part of the label has by, and large ensured that Khirki remained exempt from many a heavy-handed urban 
experiments of the state under the umbrella of developing and modernizing Delhi. The “urban” part of a label, 
however, has also ensured that all talk surrounding Khirki has ironically been through a rubric of lack. That is, what 
this “village” lacks as an “urban” place.   Thus, there is a lack of planning; lack of control; lack of infrastructure so 
on and so forth.  
It was this “negative character” of Khirki that in 2006 appeared to be a problem for Delhi that saw a concerted 
campaign to refashion its image for the impending Commonwealth Games.  Mediated through glib phrases such as 
“Delhi from walled city to world city,” this new expression, variously phrased by politicians and the media, noted 
that the time had come for Delhi to take its place on the global stage of metropolises. Thus, it was argued, that if the 
US has New York, UK has London, Japan has Tokyo, India will have Delhi; a world class city replete with modern 
infrastructure and facilities. Needless to say, within this imagination, Khirki, defined by the absence or lack of the 
“urban” (re)presented an anachronism (and embarrassment).   
To circumvent this “problem” the Delhi Urban Arts Commission (DUAC) instituted, under the aegis’ of the Lt. 
Governor of Delhi and the Government of Delhi, a “task-force” who were to present a proposal for the 
redevelopment of Khirki “Urban Village. The main lexicon framing the agenda of this “task-force” was a new 
imagination of neoliberal citizen-government relationship laid out in the Bhagidaari scheme rolled out by the Delhi 
Government a few years earlier. It was explicated through idioms of governance, commerce, and entrepreneurship. 
Thus, members of the task force were called “stakeholders,” and the project itself was touted as an example of 
public-private partnerships.  The “private,” in essence, were the elected members to the Resident Welfare 
Association members of Khirki Village and Khirki Extension. The “public,” comprised bureaucrats and experts. 
These included representatives from the Delhi Municipal Corporation, Delhi Electric Board, Delhi Police, Delhi 
Water Board, Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). Part of this latter group were also two sets of experts. The first 
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“a higher levels of experts” comprising the Chairman of the DUAC himself a prominent architect from Mumbai, a 
Landscape Architect  and a well know social historian of Delhi (The Khirki Village Project 2007). The second level 
of experts was the field taskforce also comprising architects who were faculty and senior students from a local 
architecture college. This team also included myself who was at the time conducting my fieldwork amongst 
architects in India (ibid).   
The work on the Khirki Project began in September of 2006 and continued till February of 2007, when the 
designs were formally presented to the Lieutenant Governor and the Chief Minister of Delhi. The proposal and the 
method of planning it employed; publics and private, expert and “lay-folk” working together in equal partnership, 
received much praise from all quarters. There was consensus that it was the combined effort of the residents and the 
experts that had managed to turn a “negative” space within the city into a template and vision for development that 
could be followed not only in Delhi but perhaps in similar situations all over the country. 
The Khirki Project presents several instances where architects and architectural expertise crosses paths with the 
State and its citizenry. For one, the former acts as a mark of Modernity, in the sense of simultaneously legitimizing 
and producing not only the workings of the modern state but also the nexus of relationships that structures experts, 
citizens, communities vis-à-vis the State. Take, for example, all of the visual representations produced by the experts 
during the project. Each of these plans, elevations, sections, models, flowcharts, reports, etc. serve to perpetuate 
what the theorist James C Scott notes is the quintessential form of modern statecraft: the production of legibility. 
That is the arrangement of populations in ways that simplify the classic state functions of taxation, conscription and 
prevention of rebellion (Scott 1998). 
This is even true of the “architectural history” of Khirki that was animated by this project. “With the rapid pace 
of urbanization in Delhi, many villages have got progressively severed from their traditional source of sustenance 
agriculture- as they got surrounded by urban growth. …Khirkee [sic] village is one such significant urban village.  
It has a long history. Having been established around Khirkee mosque, today, it is adjacent to intensive 
development (the Saket District Centre and the District Court). Additionally, much of its agricultural land has now a 
residential colony called Khirkee Extension…Initiated by DUAC to become a proposal for improving the civic 
conditions of Khirkee Village … Extensive work has been undertaken for Khirkee Village, and the DDA is in a 
process of working out an implementation. Based on experience from this, other villages in South Delhi can be taken 
up e.g. Masjid Moth, Hauz Rani (Annual Report of the Delhi Urban Arts Commission 2007).” 
Of note in this history is the way is gone the messiness of Hindu Refugee Rehabilitation politics, gone also is the 
history of the Master Plan and the State which created present land-use patterns of Khirki, cutting up the area 
haphazardly by evoking rights of eminent domain and acquiring massive tracts of land around the area (Draft Master 
Plan for Delhi 1960). To make Khirki amenable to the diktats of expertise thrown out similarly are many other 
histories that do not fit into the neat image of Khirki where it is imagined as an idyllic static village that has 
remained the same, “as urban growth surrounded it.” 
Design, Modernity, the State, the citizens, architects, and architecture all get entangled in the Khirki in another 
significant way. Khirki works as the “site” where design emerges as a form of knowledge which can effectively be 
used by the State to (re)build Khirki, and metonymically Delhi, as Modern. Recall here that it was precisely the 
drive to showcase Delhi as a modern, well-planned global city during the Commonwealth Games of 2010 which 
framed the Project as a whole. Further within this imbrication each actor can emerge qua itself. Thus architects as 
architects due to the drawings and documents (another legibility)   produced by them, the residents of Khirki as 
themselves since they are now acknowledged to be so by both the State and by experts, the State emerges as itself in 
the way it mobilizes its citizens both experts and lay folk and so on. 
And finally, the Khirki Project envelopes all parties into a rationality of the state exemplified in the notion of the 
expertise itself. It made possible a logical ordering that is seamless and which operated through fixed meanings and 
rigid taxonomies. Take, for example “the process” of the project itself.  Thus, there is, at first, an identification of 
the existence of a “project”; the redevelopment of Khirki Village. The state takes the initiative and attends to it. A 
task force comprising all associated authorities and experts is created, and a higher authority, in this case, the Delhi 
Urban Arts Commission (DUAC), is made in-charge to oversee the performance of the various agents involved. 
Additionally, in a departure from previous top-down planning processes, the residents of the locality are also 
included in the design decision-making process. The design team visits the site; works with the RWA. It produces a 
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design that synthesizes inputs from all different directions, the history of Khirki, the composition of its populace, the 
state of it infrastructure, the state of its buildings, roads, questions of Delhi’s heritage, indeed, the nations, and so on 
and so forth. This “plan” is submitted to the DUAC, which ratifies it and sends it back to the design team who 
finalize it. This “finished” design, is then shown to the residents and to the state authorities, who incorporate it into 
their “Master Plan. At face value, all of this is extremely logical, rational, and ordered. Each step neatly fits the next. 
Each step is also particularly singular unified. There is no scope for makeshifts.   
3. The Praxical Present 
The Khirki Project can, however, reveal something quite different if we shift our lens from the “official” 
productions and pronouncements that accompanied the project to what happened “on a ground.” The difference 
being that it also entangled them in ways in which all hell broke loose, in which meanings, taxonomies, statecraft, 
design, rationality all were up for grabs. 
Take, for example, the interactions between the various groups involved in the project. Initially, the notion that 
residents of Khirki should be included in the design was a step welcomed by all. It was seen as a democratization of 
the process of designing for the city; a process of collaboration. Yet right from outset, it became quite apparent that 
such “collaboration” meant completely different things for the various parties involved and a power struggle of sorts 
ensued between the representatives of the state and the members of the Khirki Resident Welfare Association 
(henceforth RWA), which continued all through the project. In fact, this began right from when the “stakeholders” 
met for the first time. K. C. Rana, the General Secretary of the Khirki RWA, put forward a list of suggestions to 
develop Khirki that he claimed the residents wanted. This was quickly shut down by the representatives of the Delhi 
state who claimed that this was not a forum to air such suggestions! Of course, the members of RWA having learned 
their lesson from this episode, started bringing all their points in writing and used to hand them out quietly at the 
beginning of all other such meetings. 
Such friction manifested itself at other levels of interaction too; between the members of the RWA and the design 
group, for example. Most of the “representatives,” were, in fact, major landholders of the village. Their interest we 
soon realized a lay in steering the attention of the experts towards those areas of the locality that would directly 
benefit their land holdings. Indeed, this became clear in a particularly telling incident centered around a piece of 
land that abutted the main access lane to the Khirki Mosque, thus somewhat obstructing this access.  The land in 
question was occupied by a plumber who had shown great ingenuity and built his house quite creatively using 
broken pieces of household sanitary ware. Given his rather unique house, the design team felt that instead of 
demolishing it, as the RWA wanted and relocating the plumber, one could reroute the access to the Mosque. When 
members of the RWA got to know of this, they were quite visibly upset and enquired as to our reasons for proposing 
such an alternate route. When told of the reason, the president of Khirki Extension, which lay to the West of the 
village informed us that the man actually had no right to be there, since he was occupying the land illegally. To us, 
his statements were extremely ironical given that the entire of Khirki Extension of which he was the president was, 
in fact, an illegal extension off of Khirki Village. And that just a few days prior he had been pressing us to regularize 
the locality provide adequate infrastructure to it. 
In fact, it was only later we realized the real reason(s) why they wanted the plumber’s house removed from there. 
This had to do with the caste relations within the village. The land in question fell within the boundaries of the Saini 
Mohalla, an upper-class enclave of the village. The plumber was a man who belonged to the Jatav caste, a lower 
caste, and there had been an ongoing feud between him and his neighbors.  
Adding to this politics of caste was the economical angle of this story. Since the plumber’s house also abutted the 
main arterial road that flanked Khirki, it was a piece of prime real estate, especially given that the new master plan 
was proposing a metro station on that road and that just across the road Asia’s largest shopping mall was being 
constructed (all this on the land that the State had seized right after independence in the name of the safeguarding it 
for the people). The upper caste contingent did not want to lose their “rights” to this piece of land.  
Needless to say, that such tactics by the members of the RWA put the architects in quite a perplexing situation. 
They could not, on the one hand, sidestep the RWA and interact with other residents of the locality. That would 
mean undermining the primary organization of the locality as well as undercut those whose cooperation they greatly 
needed. On the other hand, to not do so would be to limit the understanding and exchanges with the village to just 
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what these handful people articulated.  Thus for the architects too, tactic after tactic followed on how to uncover 
“information” without offending anybody.   
Now one may point out that even though such “chaos” permeated the interactions between the design group, the 
RWA, and the State, the “space” of design, the expertise of the architect was at least free from such disorder, that it 
remained singular and uniform. However, that this too was not quite the case can be gleaned from the next example 
of the interactions between two sets of experts; the architects from the design group and the architects and planners 
committee within the Delhi Urban Arts Commission to whom the former methodically reported.  
In the first such meeting, the presentation made by the field workers was completely consigned to the dustbin. 
The chairman of the DUAC, an internationally renowned architect told us that our entire approach to the problem 
was wrong. Rebuking us all, he advised that instead of gathering more data, we should have spent time trying to 
identify viable urban level design projects within the village. He then asked us go back to the drawing board and 
present something “concrete” two weeks later.   
By the time the date for the second meeting came along, the group had unfortunately been unable to progress any 
further in their work. Amidst all the tension the night before, it was decided that two changes were to be made to the 
presentation. First, one would rearrange an order of the slides to be presented such that the “product” of the work 
would be presented first instead of the “process.” Second, instead of a junior member of the team, the group leader 
who was himself a prominent architect and the head of the overall task force would make the presentation. To our 
surprise, this time the result of the presentation was the exact opposite. The field-group had a very “productive” 
discussion, and the dignitary’s present was extremely happy with the work done. The chairman of the DUAC 
complimented the team by noting that they had indeed hit upon the crux of the problem of development in situations 
such as Khirki Village.  
As we exited the conference room, the head of the team turned to me and said, “See today... we did not get 
scolded. Why do you think that happened? What is your analysis?.” Confessing that I was quite baffled by the 
progress of the meeting, I turned the question(s) back on him. I asked him, why did he think we were not 
reprimanded?  “Well,” he said, “[T]here were two ideas on the board. Ours in which we wanted to let the residents 
has a say in the direction of development of their village. Look the business in the administration, and the planning 
process is the protection of civic life. But now these guys, the Chairman, and the administration have a different 
approach to development. They want the rate of growth to grow. Thus more incentive for more money to be made, 
with this in mind they want to invest in those areas that they feel will grow and produce more… I do not agree with 
this. Our ideas don’t belong to that school of thought. We want to go about it differently.  But I know him (the 
Chairman) for a long time. I know what he expects in a presentation. I know how to phrase it. Plus you all had also 
told me what had transpired in the previous meeting. What I did was to turn the whole thing around!  We didn’t 
have any real solutions or ideas. But then neither did he.” 
Our group leader’s summary of what he “did”—this thinking on is feet and turning the whole thing around—is 
not unimportant. It points rather directly to a different set of articulations I had heard architects make the world to 
which they belong; a world of jugar and jugarus.   
A conversation I had with a friend of mine Badri who is also an architect is very helpful in understanding the 
world of ‘jugar’ and ‘jugarus’.  
Badri   : Have I shown you the jugaru toys (toy made by jugar) that I have made?    [Shows me the toy]  
Jaideep      : my god...is this from a peanut shell Badri? …and what is this 
Badri    : it is a coconut shell 
Jaideep   : nice! woh kya lagaya hai (What have you put there)? m-seal? You are very handy with the m-seal 
Badri… 
Badri        : I’m handy with a lot of things. [laughs]… This bottom drawer is actually…the source of all creativity ... 
I have fooled a lot of people into thinking that this is my pet… I was not quite satisfied with this one… then I made 
this one [Shows me another toy]  
Jaideep     : nice! If you rotate it, then the legs come out…very ingenious …how did you sit and figure this out. 
Badri     : Oh this wasn’t my idea…this is actually my partner, Dhruvajyoti, with whom I share this passion for 
making things… He was into tinkering with cameras and all that…so after that I made this I was wrestling with this 
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problem of how to make a turtle that could retract its legs…. so I told him that I want something that you rotate 
something in the base and the legs come out… and that guy says funny you should be asking this because last night I 
also went home, and I was thinking of a similar thing and I think I have the right solution for you. ..I said what is 
it?...he said have you seen the aperture controller of the camera… I said yeah… That uses a spiral, and it moves 
radially… I said okay... then I devised this 
Jaideep    : simple but very ingenious...  
Badri       : magical!... this is what [design]studio was supposed to be all about…if you read my portfolio, I’m trying 
to get at this notion of what design is… 
My dialogue with Badri reveals the many intricacies of ‘jugar’, not the least of them being that in his explanation 
we realize that ‘jugar’ indexes “a kind of turning things around, a being handy as he calls it. But what is especially 
notable is how Badri’s describes the “world” of ‘jugar’ and’ jugarus’.  This, as we see, is an opaque dense world 
where everything interpenetrates everything, where physical space does not matter. Thus, Badri and his friend 
Dhruvajyoti (in Australia) are with(in) each other. They were, “funnily” pondering on the same problem together . 
This is also a world where difference between inanimate and animate; between things and words does not exist. The 
drawer and all the things in it, and not Badri himself, is the source of Badri’s creativity.  Also we notice in Badri’s 
comments that jugar was not routed through idioms of separation of himself from the world of events but rather 
based on firstly, a fundamental interconnectedness in which distinctions between unmeaning objects and meaningful 
subjects do exist, and secondly of finding oneself in a world that is always and already overflowing with meanings 
that tug at you. Recall how he talked about the drawer in his house. And finally this world is, as Badri calls it, 
magical.   
4. The (dis)Entanglements of the Design(ed)? 
I want to conclude this paper by asking how do we understand the entanglements of the State, its citizens, 
architects and architectural expertise with(in) the ‘magical’ world of the ‘praxical present’ and the articulations of 
the world of ‘jugar’ and ‘jugarus’ that accompany it.    
A usual understanding is to see such entanglements as constituting a domain that lies beyond the domain of the 
project, separate from it. What this does, in turn, is to characterize them as constituting a double “failure’ of experts 
and expertise; a failure to adequately demarcate the space of expertise, a space of universal generalities from 
extraneous particularities, and a failure of method, that is, a failure of the process of expertise itself. In a similar 
vein, this view also characterizes the State and its citizens as aberrant, that is, as deviants who stray from a 
putatively universal model of Modern State and its citizenry that prescribes how each of the actors ought to 
(inter)act and work with each other. 
Such an understanding is, however, problematic at several levels. For one, it paints all experts and expertise with 
a singular brush. Furthermore it tends to view expertise as a singularly unified static body of knowledge that lies at 
rest only to be called up to act when required rather than as seeing it as a form of practice that is as much in the 
process of producing itself as the very “object” it purports to describe and “act” upon. In addition, this understanding 
is also missing on the every day of the State and its citizens, the way the State often itself oscillates between the 
rational and the magical (Das and Poole 2004).  
What I would like to suggest is that instead of seeing the entanglements of architects, architectural expertise, the 
State and its citizens with(in) the ‘praxical present’ as outside the domain of the project, we see them along the lines 
suggested by a growing number of scholars who work on the question of political modernity in South Asia. As they 
note, what is singular about political modernity in South Asia is that it “…brings together two incommensurable 
logics of power, both modern. One is the logic of the quasi-liberal legal and institutional frameworks that European 
rule introduced into the country, which in many ways were desired by both elite and subaltern classes. I do not 
mean to understate the importance of this development. Braided with this, however, is the logic of another set of 
relationships in which both the elites and the subalterns are also involved. These are relations that articulate 
hierarchy through practices of direct and explicit subordination of the less powerful by, the more powerful. The first 
logic is secular. In other words, it derives from the secularized forms of Christianity that mark modernity in the 
West, and shows a similar tendency toward first making a “religion” out of a medley of Hindu practices and then 
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secularizing forms of that religion in the life of modern institutions in India. The second has no necessary 
secularism about it; it is what continually brings gods and spirits into the domain of the political (Chakrabarty 2007, 
14).” 
That such an interpretation of the entanglements of architects, architectural expertise, the State, and citizens is not 
wholly out of place was brought to my attention during an initial meeting between the Resident Welfare Association 
of Khirki and our group of architects, when the same Mr. Rana, we have met earlier, regaled us with a story of 
“jugar” that he had employed.  
 A few years ago what happened was that some people in the village were doing some construction…At that time 
I was also affected. Someone complained to the architect of the DDA (Delhi Development Authority) who sent a 
notice to everyone... all twenty-four of us... immediately we reached the durbar (court) of DDA… all of us...the 
architect was one Mr. Chaturvedi... he was handling our case. When he saw our band of people he got extremely 
angry... he immediately said…’all your houses will be demolished’…I said... why... why will our houses be 
demolished… What crime have we committed...there was no notice...nothing. He replied saying everything is in our 
files...Yet we refused to budge. So he said well come back later.  
Later that evening... I met a friend of mine...who knew this architect and explained the situation to him…my 
friend asked me…did you wear this suit and meet him.. I said yes... I did… so he said…Oh ok...and smiled…I 
immediately understood. When I met the architect the next time…I wore a torn suit…I did not wear the earlier suit... 
I wore a torn Kurta Pyajama and went.  And as soon as I saw the architect I folded my hands and said, Mr. 
Chaturvedi... you are the person who holds the key…you are our annadata (provider of food)…you are our 
everything...hit us…scold us...do whatever you want...but do remember you are a rakshak (protector)...and one who 
is a rakhshak… He can never be a bhakshak (devourer)… this he understood, and he said fine... 
Like Badri’s Rana’s story is interesting at several levels. But mainly, I wish to interpret is as giving us a glimpse 
into a world where the architect, design architecture and the state are  is enmeshed in a web of meanings that far 
exceeds those sanctioned by the discourse of design and architect, and those that exist prior to the architect being the 
subject who gives meaning.  His story, as I see it, is itself divided into two parts. In the first part, Rana’s interaction 
with Chaturvedi, the representative of the state and architectural expert seems to be guided through the idioms of 
design, of architect, of citizen-subject within a liberal democratic order, and of modernity. That is to say Rana 
approaches the latter together with all the rights, obligations, and expectations that seem to undergird a political 
order in which the citizen, expert, and state are to engage in free exchange with each other. Much to his chagrin he 
realizes that this does not work.  
In the second part of the story, the situation is completely changed. Rana no longer has the suit. And this time his 
presence in front of the state and the expert is guided by a completely different idiom. Right at the outset he folds his 
hands and calls the architect, his annadaata. Though translated as provider of food, the term annadaata is usually 
used to refer to either God, the ultimate provider or to the “father” who provides for one’s family.  To drive home 
this point, Mr. Rana now beseeches his annadaata, saying, “[h]it us or scold us, but do remember that you are a 
protector and one who is a protector cannot be a destroyer…” As Rana tells us, this finally makes sense to 
Chaturvedi. What I wish to highlight here is that in the second idiom through which both Mr. Rana and the expert 
make sense to each other has none of the obligations rights and duties characteristic of a liberal democratic order. To 
be sure the exchange is still unequal but it is routed through a completely different idiom in which neither the 
expertise of the architect nor the trapping of citizen-subject as envisaged by advanced liberal forms of governance 
exist.  
There is also another issue that needs to be underscored here; this being the context within which Rana tells the 
story. To whom does Rana tell this story? As I mentioned earlier, he tells this story not to anybody but rather to a 
team of architect-experts who have come Khirki Village. And as “architects” they have come to “redevelop” the 
village, act as “catalysts”   that will “animate” this village that has putatively remained “inert” for a thousand years. 
What made this story and its telling at that time fascinating was that though we walked in with precisely such 
“presuppositions,” I do remember us walking out feeling slightly different; not so much as “experts” who give 
Khirki its meaning(s) but as people who found themselves ensnared within its meanings. This was also pointed out 
to me by another architect in the group, as we took a walk around the village after this meeting, 
“There is not much we can do here is it…I mean look at these houses…do you see how they have made 
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them…All quite beautiful…Yes, it may seem jarring to “our’ eyes…But it works doesn’t it…works quite well I 
would say…” 
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